Immunologic and physicochemical evidence for conformational changes occurring on conversion of human mast cell tryptase from active tetramer to inactive monomer. Production of monoclonal antibodies recognizing active tryptase.
The catalytic activity of human tryptase, a mast cell neutral endoprotease, is expressed when the enzyme is in its tetrameric form, but is lost under physiologic conditions concomitant with a quaternary structural alteration involving conversion to a monomeric form. The associated changes in the CD spectra noted in the current study indicate accompanying alterations in the secondary structure of the protein. In particular, the progressive disappearance of the negative minimum centered at 228 nm suggests an effect on beta-sheet structure, which may be important for monomer-monomer interaction and/or stabilization of catalytic activity. Dextran sulfate, like heparin, stabilizes the catalytic activity and quaternary structure of tryptase and also maintains the native secondary structure of the enzyme at and beyond a temperature of 40 degrees C. Dextran sulfate-stabilized tryptase therefore was used as an immunogen to which were produced three murine mAb (B2, C11, and G4) recognizing the catalytically active form of the enzyme. Inactive tryptase bound to plastic microtiter wells was not recognized by any of the newly made antibodies, whereas inactive tryptase in solution was recognized by G4, which when biotinylated, could be used as a detector antibody in a sandwich ELISA for tryptase. Each of the newly made mAb recognized the catalytically active form of tryptase. Thus, alterations in epitopes, perhaps reflecting tertiary structural alterations as well as changes in secondary and quaternary conformations, occur with tryptase inactivation. A pragmatic result of these newly generated antibodies is the affinity purification to homogeneity of active tryptase by sequential chromatography with B2 coupled to CH-Sepharose and heparin-agarose. Tryptase purified by this technique had a specific activity with p-tosyl-L-arginine methyl ester of 117 +/- 9 U/mg and had 3.9 +/- 0.3 active sites per molecule of active enzyme (134,000 m.w.) as titrated with p-nitrophenyl-p'-guanidinobenzoate. The spectral and immunologic data in the current study are consistent with concerted conformational alterations in the secondary and tertiary as well as quaternary structures of tryptase associated with loss of catalytic activity. Failure to reverse any of these alterations with dextran sulfate suggests that the pathway of tetramer assembly in vivo is more complicated than simple subunit association.